CTIE KUWAIT

TO: TEHRAN,

FOR KNIGHT

EYES ONLY FOR KNIGHT

1. FOR DURATION OF ARAB-ISRAELI HOSTILITIES WILL HOLD OFF ON BI-WEEKLY SUMMARIES, AS RECEIVING ONLY WAR-RELATED MATERIAL, IF KNIGHT AGREES.

2. I WOULD, HOWEVER, LIKE TO MAKE ONE OBSERVATION. USG HAS MAINTAINED ITS POSITION IN ARAB WORLD, IN SPITE OF ITS POSITION ON ISRAEL, BASICALLY BECAUSE OF ITS SUPPORT BY CONSERVATIVE ARAB STATES (SAUDI, KUWAIT, OMAN, UAE, JORDAN, BAHRAIN, QATAR AND MORROCCO). THESE STATES SAW IN USG A COUNTERBALANCE TO THE BLIND RUSH INTO THE SOCIALIST-PROGRESSIVE ERA, WITH CONCOMITANT RISE IN SOVIET INFLUENCE, WHICH THEY WERE NOT PREPARED TECHNOLOGICALLY, BUREAUCRATICALLY OR IDEologically, TO HANDLE. THESE STATES WERE ABLE, IN TURN, TO SUSTAIN THEIR CONSERVATIVE POSTURE THROUGH A COMBINATION OF WEALTH, PERMANENCY OF THEIR RULERS AND REALTIONS WITH USG.

3. IT FOLLOWS THAT ANY CHANGE IN ATTITUDE OF CONSERVATIVE STATES IN ARAB WORLD VIS A VIS USG WILL EFFECT USG POSITION.
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IT MIGHT BE ARGUED THAT TO MAKE THIS CHANGE WOULD BE CUTTING OFF NOSE TO SPITE FACE BECAUSE WEAKENING OF USG POSITION WOULD, IN R, WEaken FABRIC OF THEIR POLITICAL STRUCTURE. THIS, NONETHELESS, HAPPENING BECAUSE CONSERVATIVE STATES ARE IN POSITION OF HAVING TO ACT IN PROGRESSIVE MANNER TO WAR AND THEY ARE SETTING IN MOTION A TREND THEY WILL BE UNABLE TO REVERSE WHEN WAR IS OVER. RADICALS AND PROGRESSIVES IN CONSERVATIVE STATES WILL USE THEIR NEWLY GAINED FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION, PARTICULARLY ANTI-AMERICAN EXPRESSIONS, TO EXPAND THEIR BASES. NOW THAT THESE PROGRESSIVE FORCES ARE LEGALLY VOCAL, USING SUPPORT FOR THE STRUGGLE AS THEIR VEHICLE, CONSERVATIVE REGIMES WILL BE FORCED TO TAKE MANY STANDS, INCLUDING STRONG STANDS AGAINST THE USG, WHICH THEY ARE NOT INCLINED TO TAKE. THIS TREND IS LIKELY TO SNOWBALL AND END NOT ONLY IN ELIMINATION OF USG INFLUENCE IN AREA BUT DOWNFALL OF CONSERVATIVE REGIMES.

4. THE SOVIETS WILL USE THEIR NEW PRESTIGE TO PRESS FOR A PRESENCE IN THESE STATES, WHICH LACK SOPHISTICATION TO HANDLE SOVIETS. THIS WILL TEND TO HASTEN PARA 2 PROCESS.
5. We hope we do not sound impertinent in next comment, but we make it in good conscience. Detente is, without doubt, important but only if Soviets take Detente as seriously as we do. If they use Detente to obtain concessions or as a weapon, then we are putting a great deal on the line for just a word, particularly in the Middle East. Longer war drags on, the greater the toll will be among the conservative regimes. We have seen the actions the conservatives have had to take to date. How many more Bahrais will there be before we realize our global interests are worth more than a word? By holding out for the interests of Detente, we have lost Comideastfor's base. The Soviets must be enjoying this. We must take decisions and initiatives with our own interests in mind.

6. New Arab attitude will also effect Iran. Despite generally pro-Arab stand taken by Iran, radicals will quickly forget this when with radical structure strengthened in Gulf, next target will be Iran, because of its
TIES WITH USG (ITS PRO-ARAB STANCE NOTWITHSTANDING). SAUDI-
IRANIAN TIES HAVE BEEN STRENGTHENED BY IRAN'S RESPONSE FOR
ARICRAFT, BUT WE DOUBT THESE TIES WILL BE SUSTAINED IN FACE
OF RADICAL TREND AND WITHOUT USG AS COMMON DENOMINATOR.
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